
 

NSF CVDI Finland-Site Year 8 Proposals 

Year 8 – TAU: Advanced Machine Learning for Industrial Applications (AMaLIA-2) 

Part I: Advanced machine learning 

Background 

Advanced Machine Learning for Industrial Applications (AMaLIA-2) is composed of 9 Work Packages 
within the NSF-BF CVDI 2019-2020 Finland Site Projects, submitted for approved to the IAB during Fall 
2018 and Spring 2019 Meetings. The main target of AMaLIA-2 is to develop advanced Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning techniques and apply them in relevant, timely, and high impact 
industrial applications of interest to the Industry Advisory Board and the industries they represent.  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is taking over all scientific and technical disciplines and now covers a wide array 
of applications with high industrial and societal impact. AI solutions were successfully deployed to make 
cars safer and enable autonomous self-driving cars. They led to better medical image analysis, personalized 
medicine and patient monitoring. AI also produced adequate language translation, in addition to useful but 
often non-human like chatbots. They excelled in information search, retrieval, filtering as well as in 
numerous applications in energy, finance, manufacturing, environmental protection, commerce, law, 
artistic creation and games. Therefore, it is not a surprise that it has become a national strategy in many 
countries, including Finland, to invest in AI solutions in various application fields. The first Finnish Center 
on AI has been created (Aalto, University of Helsinki and VTT). The new Tampere University (merger of 
UTA and TUT) who is the host of CVDI Site in Finland has recently been awarded a large profiling funding 
“Profi-4” by the Academy of Finland whose focus is on Intelligent Society Platform. AI core relies on 
efficient machine learning (both deep and shallow) for successful industrial applications. The present 
project proposal focuses on developing advanced machine learning techniques for relevant, timely and high 
impact applications of interest to the Industry Advisory Board and the industries they represent.  

The following theories, algorithms and methods will be exploited. 

• Advanced classification with ONNs 
• Signal synthesis using nonlinear dynamics and OSNs 
• Compressive Sensing and Sparse Approximation Based Classification 
• Normal Signal Representation by Sparse Codes (OSparseNet) 
• Energy Efficient and Privacy Preserving Compressive Sensing Based Monitoring System 
• Real-Time Sparse Support Estimation for Distributed Compressive Sensing Based Monitoring 
• Improving Reconstruction Accuracy and Speeding up Computation 
• Non-Conventional Distributed Learning 
• Distributed Deep Inference Algorithms for Light-weight Devices on the Edge  and Cloud 

Computing Environments  
• Graph analytics and graph learning 
• Network Architecture Search 

 

Part II Workpackages 

• WP1 Real-Time data collection, anomaly detection, localization and classification at the edge - 
energy efficiency and privacy-preserving (Deadsetbit, PAULI, new) 

• WP2 Real-Time Health Monitoring System -- Energy Efficient and Privacy-Preserving (Tieto, 
MARC) 



 

• WP3 Advanced Machine Learning for Anomaly Detection 
• WP4 Self-taught and Semi-supervised Learning  
• WP5 Fully-automated Myocardial Infarction Detection Using Echocardiography (Tieto, MATTI) 

 

WP1 - Real-Time data collection, anomaly detection, localization and classification at the edge - 
energy efficiency and privacy-preserving 

Participants 
Raju Gottumukkala, Vijay Raghavan and Satya Katragadda, ULL 
Mehmet Yamac, Mete Ahishali, Serkan Kiranyaz and Moncef Gabbouj, TAU 
 
Project description 
Many emergent applications (i.e. buildings, infrastructure, wearables) require continuous processing and 
analytics at the edge. This includes requirements for low latency, privacy and computational cost. However, 
edge devices are resource constrained and have many challenges in terms of performing real-time analysis, 
aggregating multi-dimensional and multi-source data streams, and guaranteeing fault tolerance. The goal 
of this project is to enable visual analytics on data streams at the edge. Specifically, developing new light-
weight distributed stream processing, data gathering, analysis and visualization techniques for edge devices.  
 
The proposed system is aimed to make decisions, anomaly detection, classification either at the edge at a 
low cost or compress, encrypt and fuse data collected at the edge at low cost and send the information for 
further processing at the server (i.e., monitor room).   
 
TAU aims to collaborate with ULL, Tieto and Schumacher Clinical Partners in this project and contribute 
to the project by developing sparse coding based classifier which is supported with a deep learning CNN-
like structure in order to obtain sparse codes which are used in the decision mechanism, see Fig. 1.1,  where 
a face recognition problem is illustrated.  
 
Preliminary work demonstrates that proposed approach is suitable for the aforementioned problems since 
computational complexity of the proposed approach is extremely low compared to its deep counterparts, 
thus providing fast anomaly detection and/or support estimation to be used in the real-time decision making 
and very suitable for real-time sparse signal reconstruction, which can visualize the streaming data in case 
of an abnormally alarm.  
 
This project integrates data aggregation from various sources like demographic, social, and facility data 
along with streaming data to perform predictive and prescriptive analytics leading to end user experience 
index estimation. The new algorithms and approaches developed as a part of this effort can also be used 
for other streaming data applications such as sensor data for healthcare, public safety, etc. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.1 A representative picture of the proposed method with an example of person identification, where A is a 
linear data embedding and D is the learned dictionary to be used get representative sparse codes . The framework 
will be extended to multimodal signals input in anomaly detection and classification problem.  



 

Methodology to be followed  
In this WP, algorithms developed in Part I will be used. Namely, Compressive sensing and sparse 
approximation based classification, OSparseNet: Sparse codes to represent normal signals and energy 
efficient and privacy preserving compressive sensing will be used to design the proposed real-time data 
collection, anomaly detection, localization and classification at the edge, taking into account energy 
efficiency and privacy concerns. The proposed approach in data representation based on sparse codes and 
neural networks will be extended to multi-modal signal classification and anomaly detection.  
 
Expected Results and Deliverables 
1- A new data acquisition, compression and privacy preservation data gathering system. 
2- Sparse codes and deep learning, CNN like networks based classification and anomaly detection 
mechanism which can work on both raw and compressed/encrypted data collected using the proposed 
system.  
 
Resources 
1 person-year. 
 
Potential IAB benefit 
This project integrates data aggregation from various sources such as demographic, social, and other 
sources along with streaming data to perform predictive and prescriptive analytics where real-time edge 
operations with low-latency, energy efficiency and privacy are important.  
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WP2 - Real-Time Health Monitoring System -- Energy Efficient and Privacy-Preserving 

Participants 
Mehmet Yamac, Mohammad Al-Sa’d, Moncef Gabbouj, TAU 
 
Project description 
Systems that sense the physiologic parameters of the body and transmit them to a distant receiver are called 
biomedical telemetry systems. These systems use sensors that can be worn by the human or implanted into 
the human body. Data acquired by the sensors (sensor nodes) are first sent to the (primal) fusion center (a 
small sized wearable device such as a smartphone), and then to the secondary fusion center residing at a far 
distance. This network structure is named as body-centered wireless sensor network. Although some recent 
works has been done, the area remains quite open problem to improve the battery life of the sensors used 
and transmitting sufficient data using a limited bandwidth while preserving privacy. 

What is proposed in this project is not only solutions for patients, but to design and build a health monitoring 
system which healthy people could benefit from. In the proposed scheme,  we measure multiple body 
measurements such as heartbeat rate, body temperature, respiration rate and blood glucose without 



 

disturbing the person and transmitting those data to an Internet network or a local one by employing a single 
device (fusion center). Sensor nodes transmit data to the first data aggregation center using a wireless 
method. To improve the battery life, the solution is to reduce the amount of transmitted data and then 
developing an efficient data fusion method, this makes the first step of the system, we call it the encoding 
phase. The measurement method based on compressive sensing, proposed here is linear, and low cost, and 
inherently preserves privacy if the  measurement matrix (encryption matrix) uses as a key between the 
transmitter and the receiver [Yamac 2019], [Cambareri 2015].  

 

Figure 1. A representative picture of proposed scheme. 

On the other hand, in the fusion center, the reconstruction (de-compression and data separation) will be 
performed using more sophisticated sparse reconstruction methods and advanced machine learning 
techniques such as autoencoders’ decoding part.  

The novel goal of this project is to come up with a domestic body sensor network (BSN) prototype that is 
able to simultaneously aggregate multiple measurements in a compressed manner, which is also 
privacy preserving at low cost which could be easily embedded  on a single mobile device and perform 
real-time data analysis with low power consumption. 

Moreover, to compare the proposed method with recent techniques, we build an auto-encoder to 
compress/encrypt data coming from multiple modalities. The model is comprised of encoding/decoding 
layers to be deployed on the transmitter/receiver sides respectively, as shown in Figure 2. The work in 
[AlSad 2018] proved the feasibility of such methods to be used in real-time, low-cost, and low-energy 
applications. In addition, it can enhance the performance of data anonymization techniques by using latent 
representations rather than raw data as inputs. 

 

Figure 2. Auto-encodes for data compression and reconstruction. 

Methodology to be followed  
We will investigate state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks (A1) and auto-encoders for data to find 
optimum low cost compression/encryption solutions. We will then design an optimum reconstruction 
method for this compression technique using the algorithms developed in Part I. 
 
Expected Results and Deliverables 



 

1- A new data fusion system which jointly compress, encrypt and fuse multimodal biomedical signals 
constantly and which can work on mobile devices as an low cost encoder algorithm. 
2- New decoding system, which can reconstruct encoded signal real-time in a remote monitoring system.     
 
Resources 
1 person-year. 
 
Potential IAB benefit 
Upcoming 5G communication technology will enable an unprecedented boost in the usage of IoT. We 
expect a possible next generation health monitoring technology gathering data continuously from wearable 
devices which are automatically monitored in a health center. However, the problems related to bandwidth 
usage, data fusion and privacy issues will become even more important in this big data era. This is important 
for any CVDI company who wishes to be among the pioneers of this next generation health monitoring 
systems. 
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WP 3 – Advanced Machine Learning for Anomaly Detection 

Participants: Moncef Gabbouj, Jenni Raitoharju, Honglei Zhang, Lei Xu, Mohammad Al-Sa’d, TAU 

Auto-Encoders (AEs) as a generative model, have gained attention in various machine learning and 
computer vision tasks , such as image retrieval, image inpainting, and image classification. Usually, AEs 
are trained in an unsupervised manner and use backpropagation to learn an encoder and a decoder 
simultaneously in an end-to-end system, which maximizes the correlation between the input data and output 
data.  The encoder maps an input image to latent vector in a latent space, which can be a sparse space or a 
compressed space, comparing to the dimensionality of the input space. The decoder restores the input image 
through the learned identity function. Variational Autoencoder (VAE) was proposed to  improve the 
network's ability to generate images by adding constraints to the encoder and forcing it to generate latent 
variables that obey a prior distribution. Formally, this constraint separates the VAE from standard self-
encoders. 

 

 Fig. 10.1: Topology of VAE [An 2015] 



 

In this work, we utilize VAE/AEs to detect cracks and potholes as anomalies on the surface of roads in real-
time. The state-of-art topology is shown in the following Fig. 10.1, in which the prior distribution is 
assumed as a standard Gaussian distribution. The variational posterior and the conditional probability are 
used to calculate anomaly score based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence [Baur 2018]. Two kinds of 
anomaly datasets will be used in this work, one contains different cracks on road surface and the other 
contains potholes on road surface. Beside, images of road surface without any damages will be used as 
ground truth to train a VAE, in order to compute the anomaly score during the test process. Moreover, in 
order to detect the targeted anomalies precisely, we will apply multi-view autoencoder to detect anomalies 
from various perspectives, as shown in Fig. 10.2. 

 

Fig. 10.2: Topology of multiview AE [Ma 2018] 
 

Because this is a real-time application, the demands of computing capacities will be high. With the 
development of 5G networks that is capable of providing communication with high capacity and low 
latency, we will show that the advances of the telecommunication technologies enable us to perform 
distributed and complex computer vision tasks in real-time and empower many smart city applications.  

Methodology to be followed 
We use the basic topology of VAE as a baseline method, then multiview AEs are used to enhance the 
performance and the accuracy of detection. Moreover, we plan to use one-class SVM to classify road images 
with/without anomalies in latent space. 
 
Expected Results and Deliverables 
We expect our work could detect cracks/potholes on road surface in real-time, after we train a state-of-art 
model. 
The deliverables include codes, publications (conference or journal), and project reports.  
 
Resources 
1 person-year. 
 
Potential IAB benefit 
We believe that this work will as much as possible benefit both academia and industry. Our work utilizes 
smart city projects, edge computing infrastructure, and 5G network to develop an algorithm with practical 
values.  
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WP 4 - Self-taught and semi-supervised learning 

Participants: Moncef Gabbouj, Alexandros Iosifidis, Jenni Raitoharju, Firas Laakom, TAU 
  
In recent years, Machine Learning in general and Deep Learning in particular invaded all sort of 
applications. Ranging from finance and risk management to health monitoring. The only constraint 
required by these approaches is data. While computational resources are not an issue anymore, the 
quest for a large amount of data is still yet to be solved. For some specific 
applications, acquiring labeled data is a very expensive task.  On the other hand, the internet is full 
of enormous amount of abandoned data. One possible way is to explore approaches combining 
labeled and unlabeled data. This field of research is usually referred to as semi-supervised 
learning [Prakash 2014] and self-taught learning [Rajat 2007].  It falls between unsupervised and 
supervised learning [Kamnitsas 2018]. 
 
In this work package, we will explore self-taught and semi-supervised learning techniques and 
take advantage of unlabelled data during the learning (regression / classification). The main 
advantage of this approach is that unlabelled similar data is often easier and cheaper to obtain. The 
additional information added by the unlabeled data can be used to learn a  ‘good’ higher-level 
feature representation of the input [Kingma 2014a] [Raina 2007] [Doersch 2016]. Thus resulting 
in a more robust shallow system which is able to generalize. These approaches can be exploited in 
many applications, especially when we have shortage of labeled data, e.g., color constancy. This 
latter, also known as auto-white balancing, is the ability to measure colors of objects independent 
of the light source conditions [Gijsenij 2011]. It is a natural feature of our perception system that 
ensures the consistency of the perceived color of objects under varying illumination conditions. 
The amount of data available for this problem is small and not enough to train a neural networks. 
It is worth mentioning that the different approaches discussed within this work package can have 
a wide range of usage and are fully scalable to other applications. 
        
Methodology to be followed 

We plan to use deep learning models. More specifically, we will use models based on semi-supervised 
learning, self-taught learning and variational autoencoders. 

Expected Results and Deliverables 
We expect to develop a novel self-taught and semi-supervised learning techniques and take advantage 
of unlabelled data during the learning. 
 
 



 

Resources 
1 person-year. 
 
Potential IAB benefit 
IAB requiring advanced machine learning can benefit from this work. 
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WP5 - Fully-automated Myocardial Infarction Detection Using Echocardiography 

Participants: Moncef Gabbouj, Serkan Kiranyaz, Morteza Zabihi 

Potential IAB: Tieto 
Myocardial Infarction (MI) is a fatal presentation of coronary disease and occurs due to the sudden 
deprivation of blood circulation to the myocardial tissue [Flachskampf 2011]. MI requires immediate 
assessment and echocardiography is highly recommended for this purpose [Esmaeilzadeh 2013]. 
Echocardiography is non-invasive imaging, which provides an accurate and fast estimation of an impaired 
blood supply. The main advantage of echocardiography is its capability to detect wall motion abnormalities 
such as bulges in the infarcted area, which appears within seconds of the onset of ischemia. Because of 
these unique features, currently, every emergency room unit is outfitted with echocardiography equipment. 

Our goal for the previous CVDI proposal was to develop a machine learning approach for segmentation of 
left ventricle in apical 4-chamber view and use it for early MI detection. In this proposal, we shall extend 
our experiments with other views such as parasternal and subcostal views. This will provide us a multi-
view of the left ventricle, which leads to more robust and accurate patient risk stratification, localization of 
infarction, and assessment of the infarction. Although subjective visual interpretation remains the clinical 
mainstay, the main objective here is to design an automatic approach to increase the accuracy of cardiologist 
diagnosis and uncover the mild anomalies in the early stages of MI. 

Recent studies in echo computer-aided diagnosis systems propose relatively robust algorithms, which 
quantifies the deformation of left ventricular (Zhou 2018]. The most commonly adopted methods are semi-
automated and based on speckle tracking to measure regional anomalies. However, they have not been 
evaluated rigorously on a big dataset. In this proposal, we will design an automatic detection system based 
on deep learning methods and will test it to one of the biggest dataset in this domain. More specifically, we 
will use Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for both segmentation and classification (MI detection) 
tasks. CNNs have become dominant in classification, enhancement, and segmentation of various 



 

radiological imaging. We will exploit the state-of-the-art CNN models to not only perform a comparative 
study [Ronneberger 2015] but also be able to perform transfer learning. 

Methodology to be followed 

For segmentation purpose, we will investigate various state-of-the-art convolutional neural networks 
models, including the convolutional encoder-decoder networks. For evaluation of the performance, we use 
quantitative morphological metrics such as Dice coefficient. For MI detection, we utilize the segmentation 
systems to design a classifier on top of that to provide an end-to-end solution.  

Expected Results and Deliverables 

The deliverables will be: 

1) Developing and investigating the performance of various state-of-the-art convolutional neural network 
models for segmentation of left ventricle. 
2) Providing a comparative study to analyze the strength and limitations of the developed models 
3) Developing an end-to-end approach to detect MI using the left ventricles different views. 

Resources 

1 person-year. 

Potential IAB benefit 

A solid theoretical foundation from novel machine learning and computational paradigms is the basis of 
the proposed medical image processing technique. Thus, the IAB can benefit from its potential advantages 
such as less operator-dependence and a more accurate MI detection in early stages. 
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